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Leading way
for business
to go green
By BELINDA BERRY
GOODNA mechanical engineering company Leslie
Consulting has won statewide recognition as a Climate Smart business cluster
leader.
The Queensland Department of Environment and
Natural Resources recently
awarded Leslie Consulting
the role.
The department will appoint 20 ClimateSmart business leaders to establish
strategic business clusters
throughout the state.
Each cluster will involve
about 20 companies working to devise cost-effective
environmental savings.
Leslie Consulting will
have to increase awareness
of the benefits of being climate smart and achieve
quantitative reductions in
energy use, water use, waste
output and greenhouse gas
emissions in the local business community.
The company’s energy
manager Adrian Horin said
they would provide information to businesses to help
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ClimateSmart leaders . . .
Bruce Leslie and Adrian Horin
from Leslie Consulting.
them reduce their environmental impact.
‘‘We’ll assist with benchmarking current usage and
output, conducting network
events and workshops and
will be performing walk
through audits with the participant,’’ Mr Horin said.
■ Any business interested in
taking part should phone Mr
Horin on 3436 2500.

www.questnews.com.au

Pizza franchise
seeks workers
EAGLE Boys Pizza has
launched a national jobs
drive to fill more than 1000
jobs now available at its
stores across Australia.
It has 15 stores Brisbanewide including in the suburbs of Jindalee, Carindale,
Capalaba, Wishart and Toowong.
The jobs that are available
range from pizza maker
through to delivery driver.
Eagle Boys national marketing manager Scott Hamilton said students through
to retirees worked at Eagle
Boys stores to start a new
career or simply to earn
some extra cash.
Mr Hamilton said no experience was needed.
■ Visit www.eagleboys.
com.au.

Thai cuisine to
be showcased
BROOKWATER Golf Club’s
Magnolia Restaurant will
host a Thai buffet on Friday,
June 26.
Executive chef Alexander
Obel is designing and
preparing a feast to showcase the diverse tastes of the
popular cuisine, including
traditional dishes stir-fry,
Pad Thai and hot curries.
■ The buffet starts at 7pm
and bookings are essential.
Child minding is available.
Phone 3414 5500.
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